










ofunla\.\ful force. nor did he speak discourteously to Person A. Finally. I find 

that Respondent Stefopoulos did not use force against Person A without police 

necessity  The following is a summary of the facts ,vhich are in dispute. 

Captain John Menoni was the assigned Staten Island Duty Captain on August 22. 

2014. After being notified that a prisoner was injured while the Staten Island l'\arcotics 

Unit was effecting an arrest. he conducted an investigation into the incident (T. 70). 

Captain Menoni testified that the injury he was investigating was --a minor cut to the lip" 

suffered by Person A. According to Captain Menoni. he first responded to the 121 >1 

Precinct and conferred with Internal Affairs and Staten Island Investigations L!nit 

investigators. both of whom were already conducting their own investigation into the 

incident (T. 71 ). He also conducted interviews of Sergeant John Ryan.� who was the field 

team supervisor. and of Respondent Reich (T. 80). 

After viewing the surveillance footage obtained from the convenience store. 

Captain Menoni determined that no change in duty status was necessary for any of the 

officers involved in the arrest. This determination was based on his assessment that the 

officers used a minimal amount of force necessary to effect the arrest (T. 71 ). Following 

his interviews of Sergeant Ryan and Respondent Reich and his viewing of the 

surveillance footage. no further investigative steps were taken by Captain �enoni relative 

to the incident (T. 83). He did. however. submit a report of his findings to the Chief of 

Internal Affairs on August 23. 2014 (T. 84). 3

! Ryan has sini..'e been promoted to the rank ofLieutenant.
' Respondents sought to enter Captain Menoni· s memorandum 10 the Chief of Internal Affairs into
evidence over the objection ofCCRB. Counsel for Respondems argued that the Police Commissioner
should be permitted to consider the bases fo� Captain Menoni·s recommendation against changing the duly
status of any of the oflicers involved in Mr. Person A·s arrest. This tribunal sustained the objection and
excluded the evidence on the growids that the admission of Captain Menoru·s bases for his
recommendation would effectively permit him to testify as an expen witness. He was neither offered as
such. nor •,vas any request made to consider him an expert. Ultimately. had such a request been made, the



Respondent Stefopoulos testified at trial that when he walked into the 

convenience store he placed his hand on Person A·s shoulder. identified himself as a 

police officer, and tried to get control of him. However. Person A "suddenly jerked 

around and turned and tightened up his body" (T. 169-170). As he tried to link Person 

A·s v.-rists together behind his back. Person A ·'swung his anns back and forth:· striking 

Respondent Stefopoulos in the face once (T. 170). During the course of the struggle. 

Person A \1,:as "'flailing his arms, kicking his legs. refusing to be handcuffed, squirming. 

[andJ kind of moving his body towards the front door trying to jump forward" (T. 171)

 

Despite the effons of Respondent Stefopoulos and his fellow officers. Person A 

--repeatedly refused to be put in a face-do\\n position which made it next to impossible 

to handcuff [him]" (T. 171 ). Respondent Stefopoulos ··hammer fisted him tv-.·ice by his 

shoulder blade to get him to tum down and over" and .. kneed him in the stomach once 
or twice to get him to tum·· to no avail (T. 173 ). Respondent Stefopoulos testified that a 
"hammer fist"' technique uses the soft part of the hand. rather than the knuckles. He used 
this technique because he did not want to hurt Person A. but ··\vanted him to feel some 
type of pain so he would comply'' (T. 211 ). He testified that at that point, he could have 
used his mace or expandable baton, but wanted to continue trying to gain compliance 
using physical tactics (Id.). 

After the first several unsuccessful attempts to handcuff . Respondent 

Stefopoulos attempted to gain Person A· s compliance through the use of more forceful 

language. including profanity to convey the seriousness of the situation (T. 172-173). 

3 cont.  tribunal would likely have denied it. as he possesses no expertise which this tribunal would tind 
helpful on an issue which is beyond the ken of the an!rage jurist. In the interest of due process. Captain 
Menoni's memorandum is attached as a Court Exhibit in the even! thaT the Police Commissioner wishes to 
conduct a de novo review of lhe tribunal· s evidentiary ruling. 















Respondent Stefopoulos· position at trial was that the use of this threat was calculated to 

intimidate Person A into ceasing his resistance 10 being handcuffed. I find under all the 

circumstances presented. that his use of this threat was objectively reasonable and was 

not prejudicial to good order. efficiency or discipline. 

Patrol Guide 203-11 (August 1, 2013) makes clear that only that amount of force 

necessary to overcome resistance will be used to effect an arrest. In this case. the 

credible evidence in the record supports a finding that Person A. a 16-year-old. 

130-pound teenager. struggled with four large. armed police otlicers for approximately 

four minutes. As depicted in CCRB Exhibit I. Person A repeatedly pulled his hands 

away, flailed his anns. kicked his legs, flipped into his stomach and hid his hands 

underneath his body and struggled to avoid being handcuffed. It must be noted that 

Person A had no legal right to resist a lav,-ful arrest: accordingly. Respondent \Vas under 

no obligation to accede to Person A's request that his mother be notified before being 

handcuffed. L'nder these circumstances. it was objectively reasonable for Respondent 

Stefopou!os to conclude that Person A \vould not allow himself to be handcuffed 

willingly. It was further reasonable for Respondent Stefopoulos to begin to employ 

increasingly aggressive language as a fonn of force to persuade Person A to cease 

struggling against the police. It is noteworthy that the initial escalation of force was in 

language and tone. rather than physical acts. The language Respondent Stefopoulos 

chose was concededly harsh but not so opprobrious as to shock the conscience. 

Based upon the foregoing. I find Respondent Stefopoulos Not Guilty of 

Specification I  



Discourtesy 

Based upon Respondent Stefopoulos· admissions under oath that he directed the 

words. ··Shut the fuck up. dude; you're an idiot:· --Fucking idiot; why are you fighting the 

fucking cops. you idiot,·· t0\.\11Td Person A, I find that such words were uttered during his 

struggle. Such admissions were against his penal interest and, in the view of the tribunal. 

are credible. Respondent Stefopoulos took the position at trial that such language was 

calculated to intensify the harshness of his tone in an attempt to persuade Person A to 

cease his opposition to being handcuffed. In addition to being credible. his testimony in 

this regard is plausible. 

This tribunal has held that the use of\ulgar language by police otlicers which 

\VOuld othe�ise inappropriate for an ordinal")· police-citizen encounter is viewed 

differently during a heated physical engagement. Respondent candidly admitted that the 

coarseness of his language was intended to convey the seriousness of the police action 

and to coerce acquiescence to the arrest process. Respondent Stefopoulos volunteered 

that, in addition to the increasingly harsh rhetoric. he employed physical strikes he called 

"hammer blows" to Person A·s shoulder blades. as well as a knee to his stomach. 

Respondent was not charged \\-ith the use of unla\\-ful force with respect to these blows 

but his volunteering of this infonnation lends credence to his assertion that he sought to 

y

convince Person A to cease his opposition to arrest without inflicting serious injur upon 

him. 

\Vhen Person A was finally handcuffed. he went limp. Respondent Stefopoulos· 

statement ... Get up you fucking idiot:· could not under those circumstances be viewed as 

a verbal tool to obtain his Person A· s compliance: it was more likely the result of 

frustration at a prolonged struggle viewed \i.,·ith justification as unnecessary and avoidable. 



A disinterested observer of this incident would have concluded that the likelihood of 

Person A prevailing against the collective efforts of the investigators to arrest him was 

virtualh nonexistent. His decision to struggle against Respondent Stefopoulos and the 

members of his team for as long as he did was irrational. immature and potentially 

dangerous. Cnder these circumstances. Respondent Stefopoulos· statement can be 

viewed as made while operating under the excitement of the struggle which had just 

concluded and is forgivable. 

For all the foregoing reasons. I find Respondent Stefopoulos :-,.lot Guilty of 

Specification 2  

Wrongful E'>e of Force 

Respondent Stefopoulos testified credibly that after employing increasingly 

aggressive language. several ··hammer fist" blows to Person A·s shoulder blades and 

several knee strikes to his stomach, Person A still \.Vould not allow himself to be 

handcuffed. After struggling unsuccessfully with Person A for approximately one 

minute and forty seconds. assisted by five other police officers. Respondent Stefopoulos 

elected to further escalate his use of force to greater coercive measures. As clearly 

depicted on CCRB Exhibit I in evidence, Respondent Stefopoulos and three other police 

otlicers picked Person A up by his arms and legs and brought him down to the ground 

quickly three times. Person A continued to twist his body. land on his side and fight 

against being put on his stomach. Respondent Stefopouolos then directed his team to 

--pick him up. turn him over and slam him:· Respondent Stefopoulos testified that this 

direction was not intended to  be taken literally but to convey an attempt to stun Person A 

temporarily and incapacitate him. 

It is not necessary to parse the definition of··sJam" in this scenario because 

whatever the action is called. it was clearly designed to inflict a degree of discomfort or 






